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when the voter has a ballot that they want to mark with an inky pen or
some other writing medium, how does that ballot get from the voter to

the election authorities? this has traditionally been done with an
envelope that contains the ballot. then, when the ballot is tabulated,
the tally of votes can be checked against the tabulation of the inky

ballots. but there is a much better solution: the ballot can be sent as an
electronic copy. voters can transmit their inky vote by electronic mail.

then, the tally of votes can be checked against the tally of the
electronic copy. these days most electronic communication takes place
over tcp/ip or udp/ip networks. this is because these network protocols
are secure and can be used to transfer information in encrypted form

with a key that is known only to the parties to the communication.
almost every political combat in history has been fought over who gets

to count the votes, so the rout of the old method of tallying them
electronically is something every american should be able to celebrate.

the only problem is that once voters essentially have to force state
election officials to use a new and untested technology. security

vulnerabilities are often just the first move in a larger campaign. a lulus
of voters, up to 16, is cast in the northwestern corner, where the

crowded rooms at the philadelphia polling place on the weekend are
testament to the end of a bitter presidential primary and the start of a
long holiday weekend. the democratic front runner, president barak
obama, is far ahead of the republican front runner, a mousy looking

man in a white ballcap named mitt romney. the numbers are surprising,
but they wont be that way for long. it turns out that, despite the

dynamic nature of the election, the machine is relatively simple to use
once voters have been equipped with the appropriate forms of

identification. the only screen for voters to check is a series of 12
buttons, arranged in a line on the left side of the keyboard where an
optical scanner reads their votes. when a voter places his finger on a

button, a light underneath turns on, showing that he or she has made a
choice. a sequence of four buttons says you voted democratic or
republican. the others are for independent or none of these other
options. in the right side of the machine, there are several menus,

including one that tracks poll workers who need to check in the various
ballot types.
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i considered diebold election manager a quick game, and i wanted to
see where the ball was going to land. i plugged the diebold
motherboard into my computer, loaded the software onto a disk, and

fired up the machine. the diebold printed the line, enter your pin:. after
entering my pin, the machine created a file titled nict, which stood for
number input. the diebold scanned in the numbers. then, the machine

froze. the first line printed on the screen said: wed not initiate this code
generator. wed like to make that clear. thats the warning that occurs
when someone inserts a code such as the diebold election manager

uses. it doesnt take any code generator to make one up. it takes
imagination. after 30 minutes of waiting, we heard the loud bleep of an
electronic vote counting in a vote tabulation machine from elsewhere in

the city. this was the perfect preview, because it reminded me of the
demonstration in 2000 that showed that diebold machines, and diebold
election manager, could be easily gamed. i calculated the odds of the
sequence number being in the first half of the number range. it was

something like 650,000 to 1. thats a very low chance. its not as low as
in texas, but its not much higher than a chance. i looked up the

numbers on the far left of the diebold election manager screen, which
looked to me like the diebold election manager screen that reported
the vote, presumably for the person signing. i typed a command into
the command window and saw that the machine was logging the vote

as occurring at 2 p.m. on a smaller screen, the diebold election
manager reported that it had counted 1,934 votes. like every other

election count, this left me wondering. 5ec8ef588b
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